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ignorance gone, Mímir regained   40th skræða 

  
 

 * do we understand that the regaining of Mímir is our goal in life? 
 * do we really possess all possibilities within? 

 * how do we access them?  * how do we make use of them? 
 * does Gerður in Skírnismál know lognfara lundur Barri to exist? 

* otherwise, how could she suggest that “place”? 
 * does Gerður “see” when Skírnir touches her by his magic-wand? 
 * does she then remember that we are, by nature, divine beings? 

  does she then remember lognfara lundur Barri 
the divine inner part of man’s life? 

 * did we spend millions of years looking for something 

which is so easily and naturally remembered? 
 * what is actually going on -- or rather not functioning --  

   during dark ages of ignorance? 
 * are we somehow deprived of the great wisdom? 
 

Óðinn and Mímir are not two mythical characters when memory is regained 
 * when/if I remember my origin, and all there is, am I the one or two? 
 

Mímir remembers back and forth, even if time is not here, as only now is; 
the process of remembering, the flow or movement of remembering all, 

lays ground for the sound of Heimdallur to be hidden 
 

hátt blæs Heimdallur 

horn er á lopti 
mælir Óðinn 

við Míms höfuð 
 

Helgi Hálfdánarson, in his book Maddaman með kýrhausinn, 
claims Míms synir (sons of Mímir) to be misreading of Míms sýnir, sights 

intuitive visions  
Mímir is not the fathers of any sons, he sees clearly, has vision, perceives all 

Mímir remembers all as eternity is of course always 
 
within The Great Void there is movement, Iðavellir,  

the Field ever-moving within Itself 
time, then, is a phenomenon since Big Bang to ragnarök 

a kind of made-up universal quality 
 
 * do we gain anything by regaining Mímir? 

which we do by ridding ourselves of the ignorance that blinds us 
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 * do we make Gleipnir? 
 * what is the difference between belief and natural/empirical sciences? 

 * can we classify both two as all-worldly thinking? 
 
að nýsa niður is not on the sphere of belief, not any philosophy 

---even if the great old philosophers knew that to be knowing oneself--- 
not on the sphere of feelings, not on the sphere of thoughts 

even if Bifröst is laid, layer after layer, by using a mental technique 
 
 * do we visit tívatún (sphere of Total Natural Law)  

  when we nýsum niður? 
 * do we approach ginnungagap,  
  expanding our mind and consciousness? 

 * is ksaanika (for a brief while) dhyaana (transcendence) the same as 
visiting Ásgarður for a brief time? 

live pure consciousness only? 
 * is time to be found in Ásgarður? 
 * are we truly the sphere of pure intelligence? 

 * would it be advised to explain enlightenment to a coarse man 
who does not understand the term? 

 * would it be good to have heard the description of enlightenment? 

 * good to know that beginning of enlightenment is  
the most natural thing in the world of men? 

 
we should be careful not to imagine any such state 
not to expect, or fix the mind upon the goal 

rather nýsa niður naturally and innocently - practice regularly 
because the rest takes care of itself 

we only interfere if we try to push it or further it, or even wait for it! 
 
 * can we see on a man which state of consciousness he lives? 

* is an enlightened man only a greater himself than before? 
* is purity the only normal state for a man? 

 

when perfectly pure, we live our highest 
 

 
skræðan ignorance gone, Mímir regained is available on Amazon here 
 

Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

 
 

 

 

************************ 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-ignorance-regained-Volume/dp/9935467406/ref=sr_1_40?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108412&sr=8-40&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SM8MXL48lWo&index=40&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

